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NL 158 TOPIC - RUGBY WORLD CUP 2011 – 
NEW ZEALAND – ATA’s GARTH’S² PROVIDE 

VALUABLE INFORMATION 
 

Murphy’s Law: No sooner had the ink dried on 
this topic and newsletter 158 distributed, when I 
received an email from our South African 
member Garth Hurley and our New Zealand 
member, Garth Nel. 
 
Garth Hurley: There will be a set of Rugby 
cards featuring the All Blacks issued to coincide 
with the World Cup, but it will not be Cup 
branded as Telecom are not World Cup 
sponsors and they are probably too tight to pay 
the huge fees. 
 
Cheers 
Garth 
 
Garth Nel: Anyone for a game of rugby?? Of 
course things are hotting up here in New 
Zealand….hotels are booked up, 1 million tickets 
sold, the fever is setting in!!!!! 
 
What is this all about? These cards (see N/L 
Insert) are currently in production and will be 
publicly available in New Zealand in the next few 
months…and certainly before the crowds arrive. 
 
In a follow-up email Garth gave more details 
i.t.o. mintage volumes as scarcity. The mintage 
is: 
 
$5 = 160 000 
$10 = 70 000 
$20 = 18 000 
$50 = 500 
  
The $50 cards are going to be difficult to get 
hold of in the public space as usually we 
produce these mainly for the fishing boats that 
have our payphones installed on them and who 
knows what those fisherman do with the cards 
when used up out at sea. 
 
Kind regards, 
Garth 

 
Ed: This is very encouraging i.t.o. members 
giving us feedback. We thank the Garths² 
(squared) for their info. To those members 
who collect New Zealand / Rugby as a theme 
– good luck. 

 
 

FEEDBACK W.R.T. “Pilot” ELECTRONIC 
NEWSLETTER – Ref: NL 157 pg4 

 
As most of you know, last month was the “Pilot 
Exercise” month for sending out Newsletters 
electronically to members who requested as 
such. Nine members (8 South African & 1 
International) participated in the Pilot exercise 
and all were totally satisfied, with the 2Mb file. 
 
The way forward will be to continue sending 
electronic newsletters and stop the postal 
newsletter to the members who have indicated 
their satisfaction, and then slowly increase the 
electronic distribution based on member’s 
requests. For those members who have not 
participated in the Pilot exercise, but would like 

to receive their newsletter electronically, ATA 

requests you to send an email to Warwick 

(warwick@telkomsa.net) in this regard 
indicating which email address to send to and 

stating that you are prepared to accept the 
Newsletter in this format. 
 
 

RING THE WORLD – INTERNATIONAL 
CALLING CARD 

 
YES! Folks you got it, yet another International 
calling card making its presence in SA. The 
latest one found is “Ring The World”. 
 
Only the brochure has been found so far and 
should you want to read up a bit more on this 
calling card, visit their web address 
www.ringtheworld.co.za  
 
A brochure is included in this Newsletter for your 
convenience.  

 
HEALTH ISSUES - ATA MEMBERS – GET 

WELL SOON MESSAGE 
 

Recently ATA has received news from some 
members with regards to their health. On behalf 
of ATA Executive committee and all members 
we wish the following members a speedy 
recovery and our prayers and thoughts are with 
them:- 
Gauteng - Dennis Fredricks – amputated toe 
due to surgar related illness 
Netherlands - Greet Plekker-van Sante – Breast 
cancer 
Veldrift - Alastair Porter – Bladder cancer & 
amputation of toe due to sugar related illness. 
 

mailto:warwick@telkomsa.net
http://www.ringtheworld.co.za/
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CEDRIC EDWARDS KEEPS FINDING NEW 
VODACOM SIM’s (RED) 

 
During June and July 2011 Cedric has found the 
second, and third (Red) Vodacom re-branded 
SIM card. 
 

 
 

 
Enlarged image of Chip: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

VODACOM PAPER RECHARGE VOUCHERS 
GO RED AS WELL 

 

 
 

Above: Here is the first image of the recharge 
vouchers (paper) moving to the “Red” branding. 

 
 

YET ANOTHER INTERNATIONAL CALLING 
CARD HAS BEEN FOUND 

 

 
 

Whilst walking around in the “China Market” in 
Johannesburg recently, one of the cell shops 
was advertising this calling card. It is powered 
by Telestream, and has a R30 face value. 

 

 
 

JANUARY 2012 MEETING DATE 
 
 

 

The clubs January 2012 meeting will be 
held on the 15th January, to 
accommodate our International member, 
Rolf Pfennig visit. 
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Email received from Rolf on 23rd July 2011: 

 
Hello everybody,     
 
Thank you very much to have the meeting in 
January 2012 on the 15

th
. In case that the 

meeting place will be changed from Roodeport 
police station to somewhere else please let me 
know by email in advance, we will arrive at 
Jo´burg only on 13.01. Please let me know your 
want list from Germany / Europe.  

 

I will bring a lot of gift cards for Cedric and 
Ricky, hotel key cards for Tom, airline cards 
for Ken……….. 
 
Best regards      
Rolf 

 
Ed: Folks if there is something specific you 
require Rolf to bring, please email him in 
advance. 

 
 
 

KEN BEZUIDENHOUT FEEDBACK W.R.T. 
ARTICLE IN N/L 158 - MTN - GEMPLUS 

MANUFACTURING ACCEPTANCE 
PHONECARDS – REF N/L 44 PG 1 paragraph 

4.8 & N/L 45 PG 2  
 
 

 
 

Ken Bezuidenhout has cleared up the 
uncertainty around the article in N/L 158: 
 
The reference made in the article was incorrect 
and was related to the 15 sets of the Solaic 
Mosaic cards, of which there were 13 complete 
sets with a certification letter and 2 incomplete 
sets with no certification. 
 
The cards referred to are actually five (5) 

Gemplus sets of 11cards each. These cards 
were received by MTN in 2001. One set was 
used by MTN for testing the mapping and to 
certify the correctness of the mapping. The 
testing set at the time was not complete and 
MTN was waiting for some cards to be returned. 
 
Through his connections and relationship with 
MTN, Ken managed to secure these five sets. 
Ken kept set # 00000002 for himself and then 
the other four sets were sold to members. Ken 
cannot remember exactly who, however in all 
probability, Dawie, Cedric, Brian and an-other?? 
were the lucky ones.  

 
The probable reason for the origin of these 
cards not being documented, is the  
fact that they were for “testing” purposes and 
not for public use, thus not to be widely 
published. 
 
Ken has provided proof to ATA of these 55 
cards i.t.o. what they are and what they were 
used for, plus number ranges. There is no doubt 
to question the  authentication of these cards, 
and the lucky few members who have these 
cards – can proudly say they are in possession 
of a very rare set of MTN Test cards - one of five 
who have such a set. 
 
Ed: Well thanks a lot Ken for clearing up that 
issue. We look forward to reading about 
another unique set of MTN cards you 
managed to obtain but some how you had a 
“senior moment” and it all went wrong. 

 
 
 

BRAAI WITH AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL 
MEMBER - IAN TURNER 

 
As has become tradition every two years, our 
Australian member, Ian Turner will be in SA on 
the 13 September and a few of the clubs 
members will join him for a braai at his SA 
accommodation.   
 
 
 

 

SEPTEMBER - 2011 MEETING 
DATE 

 
 

 

Due to many people unavailability the 
clubs September 2011 meeting will be 
held on the 11th September. Please note 
the 2nd Sunday of the month. 


